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SUMMARY
In this paper, a coeﬃcient-parameter reduction method
is proposed for invertible deinterlacing with variable coeﬃcients. Invertible deinterlacing, which the authors have developed before, can be used
as a preprocess of frame-based motion picture codec, such as MotionJPEG2000 (MJP2), for interlaced videos. When the conventional fieldinterleaving is used instead, comb-tooth artifacts appear around edges of
moving objects. On the other hand, the invertible deinterlacing technique
allows us to suppress the comb-tooth artifacts and also to recover an original picture on demand. As previous works, the authors have developed a
variable coeﬃcient scheme with a motion detection filter, which realizes
adaptability to local characteristics of given pictures. When applying this
deinterlacing technique to an image codec, it is required to send coeﬃcient
parameters to receivers for original picture recovery. This work proposes a
parameter decimation technique and shows that this reduction approach can
be achieved without significant loss of comb-tooth suppression capability
and improves the quality at high bit-rate decoding.
key words: invertible deinterlacing, intraframe-based coding, scalable
coding, variable coeﬃcients, Motion-JPEG2000

1.

Introduction

Interlaced scanning and progressive scanning are in use for
recording, transmitting and displaying motion pictures [1]–
[3]. For interlaced pictures, such as NTSC signals, an
intraframe-based coding system usually employs field interleaving so that some still picture coding system is directly applicable. Unfortunately, this process causes horizontal comb-tooth artifacts at edges of moving objects. In
the case of scalable transform-based coding such as MotionJPEG2000 (MJP2), the comb-tooth artifacts consisting of
vertical high frequency components are enhanced by their
quantization in wavelet transform domain, and those result
in flickering around the edges of motion objects at low bitrate decoding. To suppress the unfavorable comb-tooth artifacts, we proposed a pre-processing technique so that the
standard decoding without extra processing can serve pictures of which comb-tooth artifacts have already been suppressed [4]. Especially, it is eﬀective for low and middle
bit-rate applications.
For high bit-rate applications, however, the resolution
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of pictures degrades since the pre-filter blurs them. As
a previous work, to solve this problem, we developed invertible deinterlacing with sampling density preservation as
a preprocess of scalable intraframe-based coding [5]–[11].
With this technique, we can suppress the comb-tooth artifacts, while maintaining the resolution recovery. Here, we
use the term ‘invertible’ to indicate that an inverse system
analytically exists and to distinguish our technique from
the deinterlacing popularly used in advanced TV receivers,
where lossless encoding is not assumed. The original invertible deinterlacing was, however, not necessarily suitable
for the local properties of a given picture since the coefficients of the deinterlacing filters were fixed. Later, we
further proposed invertible deinterlacing with variable coeﬃcients, where coeﬃcients of the filter vary according to a
given picture [12], [13]. Compared with the fixed-coeﬃcient
deinterlacer, PSNR is improved as a result. In order to make
coeﬃcient parameters variable, however, there arises a problem how to transmit and record coeﬃcient parameters.
This work deals with this problem and proposes a
coeﬃcient-parameter decimation technique. Our proposed
method uses horizontal low-pass filter and decimator for
reducing the amount of parameters. Lossless mode of
JPEG2000 without wavelet transformation is used for compression of the coeﬃcient parameters. It is shown that the
parameter reduction contributes to improve the quality of
pictures at high bit-rates, since we can assign more bits to
the pictures, but the parameters, than the previous work.
This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 outlines the
invertible deinterlacer with sampling-density preservation,
describes an adaptive deinterlacing with a motion-detection
filter, and summarizes the performances. Section 3 proposes
a procedure of parameter reduction. Section 4 evaluates the
performance of our proposed method, followed by conclusions in Sect. 5.
2.

Review of Invertible Deinterlacing with Variable Coeﬃcients

As a previous work, we proposed a deinterlacing technique
that preserves sampling density and possesses the invertibility [6]. In this section, let us briefly review invertible deinterlacing with variable coeﬃcients as a preliminary. Assume
that the input array X(z) is given as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4 Basic structure of the reinterlacer, where only vertical-temporal
plane is shown.

Fig. 1 Interlaced scanning, where the white and black circles are sample
points on top and bottom fields, respectively.

Fig. 5

Fig. 2 Basic structure of the invertible deinterlacer, where only a
vertical-temporal plane is shown.

Fig. 3 Interlaced scanning, where the white and black circles are sample
points on top and bottom fields, respectively.

2.1 Deinterlacing with Sampling Density Preservation
Figure 2 shows a basic structure of the deinterlacer with
sampling density preservation, where z is a 3 × 1 vector
which consists of variables in a 3-D z-domain. The upsampler converts the interlaced video array X(z) into the noninterlaced one as shown in Fig. 3.
The following H(z)
is a 3-D filter, which suppresses the comb-tooth artifacts.
To preserve the sampling density, the processed video arrays are finally downsampled in temporal direction so that
the deinterlaced array Y(z) is obtained. This process can be
regarded as a generalization of the conventional field interleaving [5]–[13].

Intraframe-based coding system with deinterlacer.

frame. Especially, for high bit-rate decoding, the interlaced
video source is expected to be reconstructed. To achieve
this, we have introduced the inverse process of the deinterlacer which we refer to as a reinterlacer, where the term
‘inverse’ does not imply ‘lossless’ by itself.
Figure 4 illustrates the basic structure of the reinterlacer. In the articles [5], [6], and [7], we showed that the
input array X(z) can be perfectly reconstructed from the
deinterlaced array Y(z) if H(z) and F(z) satisfy some conditions. In fact, the design problem of deinterlacing filters can
be reduced to a design problem of multi-dimensional twochannel maximally-decimated filter banks [7]. Thus, term
‘invertible’ can be considered as the capability of the perfect reconstruction. Some examples of deinterlacing and
reinterlacing filter pairs are shown in the articles [5]–[7].
2.3 Application Scenario of the Deinterlacer
We suggest an application scenario of the deinterlacer to
intraframe-based scalable coding such as MJP2 as shown
in Fig. 5. The invertible deinterlacer is used as a pre-filter.
The comb-tooth artifacts are avoided at low bit-rate decoding, whereas the original fine resolution is maintained by the
reinterlacer at high bit-rate decoding. For lossy decoding,
the invertibility of the deinterlacer is still significant because
some experimental results show that the quality is recovered
more than 10 dB in PSNR by the reinterlacer after decoding
at 2.0 bpp as will be shown in Sect. 4.
We have verified that flickering due to the comb-tooth
artifacts can be suppressed for low bit-rate decoding. The
quality of still parts is, however, blurred by the pre-filtering
process. Actually, a simple temporal filter is preferable for
still parts.

2.2 Reinterlacing
2.4 Variable Coeﬃcient Processing
For an intraframe-based codec system, the deinterlaced array Y(z) is encoded, transmitted and then decoded frame by

Local adaptability can be achieved by introducing a variable
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Fig. 6 Eﬃcient implementation of deinterlacing with variable coeﬃcients, where the symmetric extension method is applied. The white, black and gray circles denote top line, bottom line of X(z) and
odd line of Y(z), respectively.

coeﬃcient technique. A pair of filters for deinterlacing and
reinterlacing can be selected as follows for variable coeﬃcient processing [12], [13]:


αn  −1 αn  1
H(z) = 1 + 1 −
(1)
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2
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2(2 − αn )
(2)
where αn is a parameter in the range of 0 ≤ αn <2. These filters have the following properties: i) normalized amplitude
to keep brightness, ii) regularity to avoid the checkerboard
eﬀect [19], [20] and iii) vertical symmetry to aﬀord the symmetric border extension [20], [21]. Diﬀerent filtering modes
are selectable among temporal, vertical temporal and vertical filters. In particular, if αn = 1, the transfer function is
identical to that given by the fixed-coeﬃcient deinterlacer
designed and evaluated in the article [7]. Additionally, if
αn = 0, the deinterlacer reduces to the conventional simple
field-interleaver so that the original fine resolution is maintained.
The variable-coeﬃcient filtering has an in-place implementation as shown in Fig. 6, where the black, white and
gray circles indicate pixels on bottom fields, top fields and
the deinterlaced frame, respectively. Note that the perfect
reconstruction property is verified by this implementation
independently of values of αn .

2.5 Adaptive Control Method by Motion Detector
The parameter αn can have any value in the range of 0 ≤
αn < 2. The value, however, should be transmitted to a decoder for reinterlacing, if the inverse process is desired. It is
thus significant to limit the possible quantities for eﬃcient
transmission of αn . In addition, the reduction of the computational complexity is another concern. To cope with these
two practical requirements, we proposed to switch the value
of αn between 0 and 1 [12], [13].
In order to detect regions prone to be comb-tooth artifacts, we suggested to apply the following vertical-direction
high-pass filter prior to deinterlacing:
1
1 1
.
DV (z) = − z1V + − z−1
4
2 4 V

(3)

Since the coeﬃcients of the high pass filter are identical to
those in the deinterlacer with αn = 1 except for their signs,
the intermediate results can be shared by the following deinterlacing. The motion detection to predict comb-tooth artifacts is switched between 0 and 1 by using a threshold value
T.
Figures 7(a) and (b) show an original frame picture and
the detected areas where comb-tooth artifacts are prone to
appear. Threshold T = 24 = 16 is used here. The black
and white regions show still and moving areas, respectively.
The invertible deinterlacing with variable coeﬃcients avoids
flickering by locally suppressing the comb-tooth artifacts,
while it guarantees the perfect reconstruction by reinterlac-
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(a) Original frame picture
Fig. 7

(b) Motion detection result (T = 16)

Example of detected comb-tooth artifacts.

ing at high bit-rate decoding.
It is, however, necessary to send the coeﬃcient parameters to a receiver. When sending the parameters along with
video data, the bit-rate assigned to image decreases. This
work shows that these coeﬃcient parameters can be reduced
by a horizontal decimation process without significant loss
of the comb-tooth suppression capability.
3.

Fig. 8

Deinterlacing with parameter decimation.

Fig. 9

Reinterlacing with parameter decimation.

Coeﬃcient Parameter Reduction

This section proposes an idea of parameter decimation for a
variable-coeﬃcient invertible deinterlacer. Invertible deinterlacing with variable coeﬃcients suppresses comb-tooth
artifacts at low bit-rate decoding, and enables us to perfectly
recover the fine resolution in stillness regions.
3.1 Coeﬃcient Parameter Reduction by Horizontal Decimation
We propose a method of coeﬃcient parameter reduction by
a horizontal decimation process. Figure 8 shows a basic flow
of the proposed deinterlacing.
• Field Interleaving produces frame pictures so that the
special detection filter can be applied.
• Motion Detector with Vertical-Horizontal Filter DH (z)
DV (z) detects horizontal-low and vertical-high frequency components.
• Horizontal Down-sampling with factor 2 [16] reduces
the size of parameter array to half width by remaining
every two column of the array and discarding the others.
• Thresholding quantizes the decimated parameters to binary values.
• Zero-Order Hold horizontally expands the decimated
parameter array to the original size.
• Deinterlacer adaptively suppresses the comb-tooth artifacts by using the detected parameters.
The input interlaced video is analyzed by a motion detection filter. Then, the coeﬃcient parameters are horizontally
downsampled and quantized into binary values by thresholding. Decimated coeﬃcient parameters are passed into the
deinterlacer after expansion with zero-order holding. Here
we suggests to use the following horizontal low-pass filter:
DH (z) =

1 −1 1 1 1
z + + zH .
4 H
2 4

(4)

The above filter is added to avoid aliasing and detect only horizontal-low and vertical-high frequency components. Therefore, the comb-tooth detection becomes severe
and the protection of stillness region are gained.
3.2 Reinterlacing
Figure 9 shows a basic flow of corresponding reinterlacing.
• Zero-Order Hold is identical to that appears in the forward process in Fig. 8.
• Reinterlacer adaptively recovers the original pictures
by using the expanded parameter array.
The inverse system expands the parameters with zero-order
holding in the same way as the deinterlacer. This process
allows us to perfectly recover the original pictures from the
deinterlaced pictures.
4.

Performance Evaluation

In order to show the significance of our proposed coeﬃcientparameter reduction, let us evaluate the performance for
both of low and high bit-rate decoding, where successive
frame pictures of Football (720 × 480 pixel, 8-bit grayscale),
Mobile&Calendar (720 × 480 pixel, 8-bit grayscale) and
NewYork2 (720 × 480 pixel, 8-bit grayscale) sequences are
used. Each frame picture is encoded at 2.0 bpp and then decoded at both of 2.0 and 0.1 bpp by JPEG2000 [22].
Performances for low bit-rate decoding: Figures 10, 11
and 12 show the decoded pictures at 0.1 bpp with field
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Fig. 10

Field interleaving. (0.1 bpp)
Fig. 13

Simulation procedure.

(a) Conventional method (720 × 240
parameters, 4.667 kbyte)
Fig. 14

Fig. 11

Invertible deinterlacing with variable coeﬃcients. (0.1 bpp)

(b) Proposed method
(360×240 parameters, 2.051 kbyte)

Coeﬃcient parameters.

wavelet transformation for the encode and decode processes
of coeﬃcient parameters αn . The bit-rate of a frame picture
is calculated by Eq.(5) by taking the amount of parameters
into account.
Bi = R −

Si
,
F

(5)

where Bi is a bit-rate assigned for the encoding and decoding
of the i-th frame picture, R is a specified overall bit-rate, S i
expresses the amount of coeﬃcient-parameters for the i-th
frame, and F expresses the number of pixels per frame. Figures 14(a) and (b) show examples of coeﬃcient-parameter
bit planes. Figures 15, 16 and 17 plot PSNR of decoded
pictures. At the encoder side, we compares among the following four methods:

Fig. 12

Proposed parameter decimation method. (0.1 bpp)

interleaving, the conventional invertible deinterlacing with
variable coeﬃcients and the proposed method, respectively.
Comb-tooth artifacts around the boundaries of moving objects are significantly suppressed by the invertible deinterlacers as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. In contrast, these artifacts produced by the simple field interleaving are clearly
perceived in Fig. 10. The point here is that the coeﬃcientparameter reduction does not aﬀect the comb-tooth artifact
suppression capability at all.
Performances for high bit-rate decoding: PSNR is shown
for the performance evaluation in case of high bit-rate decoding at 2.0 bpp. The simulation procedure is shown in
Fig. 13. We use the lossless mode of JPEG2000 without

•
•
•
•

Field Interleaving
Fixed Deinterlacing
Conventional Variable Deinterlacing
Proposed Variable Deinterlacing

At the decoder side, the following two methods are simulated:
• Deinterleaving: the inverse process of field interleaving
• Reinterlacing: the inverse process of deinterlacing
Since the field-interleaving does not require any coeﬃcient parameters, the overall bit-rate R of 2.0 bpp is directly used for the bit-rate Bi . For example, when coefficient parameters are taken into account for the conventional variable-coeﬃcient filter, bit-rate of 1.8613 bpp in average is assigned for the compression of frame pictures in
Football. On the other hand, 1.9401 bpp in average is assigned for the frame pictures in the proposed method. In
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Mobile&Calendar, the amount of coeﬃcient parameters increase because the entire screen moves. It is closer to the result of the fixed deinterlacing than those of the others. In the
NewYork2, the amount of coeﬃcient parameters are small
because moving region is little. The proposed parameter
decimation indicates alomost the same result with the field
interleaving.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 summarize each result. The proposed
method is able to reduce the coeﬃcient-parameters with the
picture recovery at high bit-rate decoding and to keep the
comb-tooth suppression capability at low bit-rate decoding.
In other words, PSNR of recovered pictures is improved
since the amount of data assigned to coeﬃcient parameters
is reduced.
5.
Fig. 15 Quality in PSNR among several invertible deinterlacing
techniques (2.0 bpp) for Football.

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a coeﬃcient parameter reduction
method for the invertible deinterlacing with variable coeﬃcients. It is achieved by a horizontal decimation process. It
was verified that the data amount of coeﬃcient parameters
can be reduced without significant loss of the comb-tooth
suppression capability, and the quality of recovered pictures
are improved at the same bit-rate compared with the conventional method.
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